
 

 
EXCLUSIVE INVESTMENT ! 

The brand guarantees successful business - the most profit tool. 
 

Nowadays the globalization of business remains great challenges and opportunities. Enterprises should 
have an outstanding, full power and prestige brand, which could become guarantee advantage for 
successful business in the most competitive environment. Here is the unique investment opportunity:  to 
become an investor or owner of Singapore Standard Ltd., with its all potential prospects and consumers’ 
expectation.  

1. SINGAPORE STANDARD LTD. 

Just hear it once, you already felt the steady belief and conviction the brand conveys. Just see it once, 
you already perceived the highest prestige and strongest power. The ultimate Brand for immaculate 
thinking was created by Singapore country in 60 years. This exploitation is without building expenses.   

2. SINGAPORE STANDARD LTD. 

Beyond the guarantee, this Brand absolutely assures the successes of business. It also ensures the 
bright future and most valuable asset for your investment. This trademark along with your product is 
wonderful combination when it is implicitly not only the famous brand but also the highest standard.  

3. SINGAPORE STANDARD LTD. 

To take off your business to new higher levels, it constructs better images, profit and enhances your 
standing positions in market. With this prestige shield, your enterprise would easily occupy local 
market and enter regional areas where is the stadium of multi international corporations, groups and 
global players. It would be certainly Global Brand with particular strength in South East Asia. 

4. SINGAPORE STANDARD LTD. 

To be suitable a broad variety of business activities: banking, insurance, construction, real estate, 
schools or hospitals, pharmaceutical or nutrition, laboratories, aviation, quality certification…etc, 
right-left leverage or acquisition tool. The business potentials are extremely huge ! With any business 
profession this brand always reflects the image of giant cooperation with full power and finance. 

5. SINGAPORE STANDARD LTD. 

Despite Franchise or Owner, the investor and only the investor’s products or services have a right to 
apply the brand or trademark of Singapore country “Singapore Standard.” without any legal trouble 
from Authorities. The investor also owns all concerned designs, intellectual property certificates in 
many countries, strategies and marketing supports, and one page on: www.singapore-standard.com. 

6. SINGAPORE STANDARD LTD. 

The majesty, feature designs of the brand, logo and the trademark are excellent. But the FENG SHUI 
meaning of them and business ideas are wonderful and greater than that: 
- Heaven sacred animal: Double Dragons (lion’s mane), Double “S” Survives: company name. These 

are represented for everlasting business and blossoming successes. 
- Ground sacred animal: Strength of leader Lion portrait. It is symbol of power and influence and 

depresses competitors. 
- Six Stars: it is fortunately financial number, also to affirm the rank quality of products and services 

that the investor supplies. 
- Combine of Blue and Red: these are represented the colors of USA flag. 

All these combined is an offer that to always ensure your prosperity blooming as well as everlasting 
business. Last but not least: with your investment bringing images and standards of Singapore to the 
world, your family is certainly expected to be welcomed as honorary Singapore citizen. 

Sincerely yours ! 
 
Henry Trinh and Pádraig Johannes. 


